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Abstract Long-term scenarios developed by integrated assessment models are used
in climate research to provide an indication of plausible long-term emissions of
greenhouse gases and other radiatively active substances based on developments in
the global energy system, land-use and the emissions associated with these systems.
The phenomena that determine these long-term developments (several decades or
even centuries) are very different than those that operate on a shorter time-scales
(a few years). Nevertheless, in the literature, we still often find direct comparisons
between short-term observations and long-term developments that do not take into
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account the differing dynamics over these time scales. In this letter, we discuss
some of the differences between the factors that operate in the short term and
those that operate in the long term. We use long-term historical emissions trends
to show that short-term observations are very poor indicators of long-term future
emissions developments. Based on this, we conclude that the performance of longterm scenarios should be evaluated against the appropriate, corresponding longterm variables and trends. The research community may facilitate this by developing
appropriate data sets and protocols that can be used to test the performance of longterm scenarios and the models that produce them.

1 Introduction
Climate change, with a timescale of centuries or more, casts a long shadow back
to present decisions. The long-term character of the climate problem implies the
need for analytical tools of commensurate time scales. As a consequence, tools have
been developed to examine potential future developments over several decades
(up to century scale) with and without climate policy intervention. These tools
include both climate models and long-term models of human activities and associated
greenhouse gas emissions. The nature of tools to examine global developments over
decades or even centuries are different than the tools used to study phenomena
with shorter time-scales of a few years. Long-term climate models are different from
weather forecasting models. Similarly, integrated system models of long-term human
activities are fundamentally different from quarterly economic forecast models.
The integrated system models of long-term human activities (generally called integrated assessment models or IAMs) have been used to develop scenarios to explore
long-term trends in the global energy system and land-use patterns—specifically
with respect to emissions of greenhouse gases and other air pollutants (Fisher et al.
2007; Moss et al. 2010; Nakicenovic et al. 2000).1 For projections over such a long
time horizon, uncertainties are a critical concern. To deal with these uncertainties,
scenarios are developed by combining a set of assumptions that are external to
the models, with a set of relationships that constitute the model based on historical transformations, trends and other information. Factors external to the models
include assumptions about future population, underlying economic characteristics,
the nature and availability of future technology, the scope of available energy and
land-use resources—both depletable and renewable—and the policy environment.
For each of these factors, the future might not necessarily be the same as the past,
nor would it necessarily portray the same dynamics of change. IAMs link these
assumptions to produce a set of derived variables, such as greenhouse gas emissions,
energy and food prices, the magnitude and composition of the global energy system,
the allocation of land, and energy and agricultural trade. As past events (e.g. the
energy crises or the current economic crisis) demonstrate, some variables, such as
energy prices and financing are subject to large inter-annual variations, while other
variables, including those related to demography, energy reserves, available land or
the energy intensity of the global economy, may change more slowly.

1 See

for early applications, for instance Edmonds and Reilly (1983).
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In other words, long-term scenarios provide an indication of plausible longterm developments under a set of “what-if” assumptions. Long-term scenarios
are essential to understanding climate change and informing near-term actions.
Because climate impacts depend on cumulative emissions over decades to centuries,
long-term scenarios of potential future developments are critical to developing an
informed current response to the challenge of climate change.
Typical specific uses for long-term scenarios include: (1) delineating the range
of plausible future developments, including their boundaries, in the context of
critical uncertainties or policy-decisions today (for instance in terms of temperature
increase or climate impacts), (2) identifying the costs of meeting long-term climate
targets and the sensitivity of these costs estimates for various assumptions (e.g.
technology), (3) identifying different types of technology portfolios that can meet
long-term climate targets, (4) identifying key relationships and/or trade-offs for
future developments (e.g. bio-energy and its impacts on biodiversity and climate)
and (5) more generally, stimulate thinking about a wide range of plausible long-term
developments, expanding the time horizon and breadth of strategic decision-making
(Godet and Roubelat 1996; Parson et al. 2007; Shell International 2001).
Short- and long-term scenarios require different assumptions and approaches. For
example, factors that determine the energy system in the long-term (e.g., technology
development and resource depletion), tend to be very different from shorter-term
influences, where economic business cycles are more dominant.
Nevertheless, in the literature, we still often find comparisons between short-term
observations and long-term developments that do not take into account the different
dynamics over short and long time scales. In this brief paper, we indicate how this
may lead to incorrect conclusions using the discussion about the IPCC Special Report
on Emissions Scenarios as an illustration. Based on this, we discuss the need and
possibilities to develop more appropriate tools to evaluate the performance of longterm scenarios and the models that produce them.

2 Evaluation of scenarios
The performance of long-term scenarios has been discussed in several earlier publications. Differences between long-term scenarios and historical data have been
reported on long-term (decadal) scales (Craig et al. 2002; Smil 2000). Given the
uncertainties involved (including those of human decisions), this is not surprising:
scenarios should be regarded as what-if calculations, designed in the context of
a specific question and based on limited information available at a specific point
in time. However, we also find criticism of long-term scenarios originating from
comparison with short-term observations (Mayor and Tol 2010; Raupach et al. 2007;
Sheehan 2008). The question of what near-term observations may really tell us about
long-term developments should therefore be seen in the context of how scenarios are
used. While long-term scenarios are often used as input for long-term climate models,
they are sometimes also used as a means to explore medium-term implications (e.g.
2020 to 2030) of long-term targets in mitigation studies. Obviously, the implications
of short-term trends can be much more important for such medium term studies.
We can illustrate the issues involved using the debate on the SRES scenarios
(Nakicenovic et al. 2000). These scenarios have been frequently subject to criticisms
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Fig. 1 Historical emissions of fossil-fuel CO2 emissions (blue) and 10-year linear extrapolations
based on the emission trends of the proceeding 5-year period. Source: Boden et al. 2010

based on short-term trends. Initially, the SRES scenarios were criticized for overestimating global emissions, which in the period just before 2000 were growing slowly,
due in part to the transition process in Eastern Europe and the Former Soviet Union
and the economic recession in Asian economies (see Van Vuuren and O’Neill 2006).
More recently, the SRES scenarios have been criticized as underestimating observed
emissions, as emissions in the 2001–2006 period increased faster than the SRES
scenarios projected (Anderson and Bows 2008; Mayor and Tol 2010; Raupach et al.
2007; Sheehan 2008).2 Several authors emphasized that that emissions were following
a trajectory near the upper limit of the SRES range (Richardson et al. 2009), giving
rise to the question of whether the SRES scenarios represented an underestimate of
necessary emissions mitigation (Pielke et al. 2008).
However, as argued in the introduction, good practice requires that one distinguishes between long-term developments and short-term trends. This is illustrated
in Fig. 1 by developing emissions projections based solely on immediate past performance. In Fig. 1a we show the historic development of emissions over the period
1900–2009 (Boden et al. 2010). The average growth rate of global emissions over the
whole period was approximately 2.6% per year, but with clear sub-periods exhibiting
faster and slower emissions growth rates. Emissions grew particularly fast during the
post-World War II decades preceding the recession and “oil crisis” of the early 1970s.
The slowdown after the mid-1970s led many of the earlier scenarios to overestimate
historical emission growth over the last two decades (see for example, emissions
trajectories reported in Edmonds and Reilly 1985). In Fig. 1b, we used the same
data to create, for each year, a linear 10-year emission projection based solely on
the emission trends over the previous 5 year period. The clear divergence of most
“projections” of 10 years from the actual emission trend shows that focusing on shortterm trends can lead to very large “forecast” errors (see also Electronic Supplemental

2 While

some studies claimed that recent emissions were outside the SRES range, this was based on
an incorrect interpretation of the SRES scenarios (Manning et al. 2010).
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Fig. 2 Comparison of the
emission development of the
SRES scenarios and the
historical emission trend.
Sources: Nakicenovic et al.
2000; Boden et al. 2010

Material). This illustrates the point that emissions trend development from shortterm (5-year) data forms a poor indicator for long-term trends.
In this context, it should be noted that recent trends have again put the SRES
long-term scenarios in a different light. van Vuuren and Riahi (2008) suggested that
a possible economic crisis would reconcile the trends over the 2004–2007 period with
the long-term developments. In fact, the global economic slowdown is now reflected
in estimated emissions for 2008 and 2009. which show a considerable decline (Le
Quéré et al. 2009) or very little growth (Olivier and Peters 2010). This brings the
observations back to center of the range of SRES projections (Fig. 2). So there
is now little support for the proposition that the SRES scenarios systematically
underestimate future emissions.
The importance of time-scale in analyzing trends is not unique for the case of
emissions estimates. The problem of reconciling short-term and long-term time
scales also occurs in other research fields, such as climate modeling. While a severe
winter cold period or a summer drought may be cited as evidence for or against
anthropogenic climate change, researchers are always quick to point out that climate
change is about the forces shaping long-term averages and not specific weather
events. Annual temperature, for example, is provided as a 5-year average (NASA
2010), as well as individual annual averages. In other words, short-term observations
are not necessarily good indicators of long-term future emissions developments.

3 Updating scenarios and validating models
This does not mean that scenarios should not be checked against observations
(Richels et al. 2008). This needs to be done realizing the characteristics of longterm scenarios: scenarios are conditional forecasts created by combining models of
human and natural systems with assumptions about future states of the world that
reside outside of the models. The external assumptions and the models each have an
important and different role to play in creating and evaluating scenarios.
We begin with assumptions that are the external inputs to the models and
the external starting point for the scenario—typically such key considerations as
demographics, economic growth, and technology availability. Scenario assumptions
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are often developed to explore the range of future possibilities and focus on longterm trends. Still, scenarios have a limited “shelf life” as new information becomes
available over time and that may be inconsistent with the scenario. Such information
may simply require a change in the starting point of the scenario (values for
historical or current parameters), but could also undermine the original critical
assumptions (so-called ‘storyline’) of the scenario by providing, for example, new
information on long-term technology potential. It could also lead to new policy
questions that require different scenarios. While the second and third cases require
the development of new scenarios, in the first case it might be possible to update
the existing scenarios using simple mathematical tools. It should be noted that the
different scenario purposes discussed earlier also have implications. When used in
support of climate analysis, the long-term developments are the only important
factor. When used to explore medium-term implications, short-term trends may have
direct implications on the results. For example, the impact of the 2008/2009 economic
crisis may be substantial for scenario estimates of 2020 mitigation costs, but less
significant for the costs estimates in 2100.
This raises the question of whether there are new methods or tools to increase our
ability to project the development of the human systems, and thus also associated
emissions, at a time scale of decades, or to provide some level of probability
estimation. One element might be that of probabilistic emission estimates that are
conditional upon long-term structural assumptions (e.g. O’Neill et al. 2010; Richels
et al. 2004; van Vuuren et al. 2008). It would also be useful to regularly evaluate
the performance of long-term scenarios, provided that they are evaluated against the
appropriate, corresponding long-term variables and trends. The focus should not be
on relatively small quantitative deviations—but rather on structural variables and
changing dynamics of deeper, underlying processes. In that context, one needs to
consider how tests can include long-term measures of both the exogenous assumptions that shape emissions trajectories as well as long-term measures of forecast
variables. As a very simple example, a lesson we can learn from climate science is
that it is more useful to focus on running averages and structural changes instead
of on annual data with considerable fluctuations. Similarly, one could easily develop
statistical tests that indicate the position of scenario projections vis-à-vis observed
data while accounting for historical short-term variability.
The story is somewhat different regarding the IAMs themselves. To the extent
that assumptions about future states of the world that reside outside of the models
are correct, it is the job of the IAMs to describe the implications of those events
in terms of scenario variables in a credible way. An important task for the IAM
community is the development of appropriate data bases and methods for testing,
improving and validating the performance of long-term IAMs. The difficulty in
validating IAMs arises from the fact that there are many uncertainties that can only
be predicted within relatively wide margins and that unlike natural processes, the
behavior of human systems tends to change over time, in part through learning from
past experiences. Furthermore, IAMs are often used to describe paradigm shifts and
measures that would transform the system away from historical trends. For instance,
the stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations involves excursions dramatically
outside the bounds of historical experience for key values such as energy prices
and technology choice. As a result, the ability of a model to reproduce the past is
thus no guarantee that it will be capable of predicting the future: a model might do
an admirable job reproducing historical behavior, yet omit key features that could
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become dominant in the future. Still knowing how model behavior compares to
historical trends requires modelers to transparently explain what could cause these
differences. It should also be noted that IAMs are also much broader in scope than
most models. All of this makes the job of evaluating and validating IAMs a unique,
as well as an important challenge for the IAM community.
In addition to the development of appropriate long-term data sets and developing
the architecture for a robust program of model intercomparison and validation, one
can imagine a number of potentially useful exercises. First of all, some physical
elements, such as the behavior of the climate models within integrated assessment
models can be validated (van Vuuren et al. 2010). Secondly, it is possible to discuss
and test some of the theoretical concepts underlying IAMs (such as trends in
energy intensity) and/or to present historical analogies. Examples of this include
examination of development concepts (van Ruijven et al. 2008) or technology
dynamics (Wilson 2009). Finally, it is possible to compare the behavior of the model
under clearly defined assumptions with historical trends as a basis for discussion.
For example, while long-term models are not intended to be able to predict the
1970’s oil crisis or the collapse of the Soviet Union, insights can be gained from
their behavior when these historical events are prescribed (e.g. van Ruijven et al.
2010). These diagnostic experiments would allow for a more explicit and transparent
treatment of the deep uncertainties and structural dynamics, as well as scientific
assessment processes, that allow for cumulative scenario updates and improvements
as new evidence and observations become available.
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